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WHITE PAPER

This legal disclaimer section must be read in its entirety. If you have any doubts, seek legal,
financial, tax, or guidance from a legal professional. All of the information shown here is not
meant to be comprehensive and it should never be interpreted as part of any legal contract.

We are certain that the material in this white paper is correct and current and that all goods,
services, technological architecture, token distribution and corporate schedules are correct and
current. Furthermore, all of this information may be or have been modified without notice, and it
should never be construed as a formal counseling agreement.

No Advice: 
Nobody is obligated to sign a contract or make a legally binding promise to donate as a result of
reading this white paper. This white paper also does not constitute any form or part of any
opinion that could be construed as advice or that could be used to sell or solicit any offer by our
token; nor should it be construed as a part of any effect that could be used in the formation of a
contract or an investment decision.

Compliance with tax obligations:
Users of the website are solely responsible for deciding what taxes, if any, may be applicable to
their transactions. It is not the responsibility of the owners or authors to determine which taxes
apply to transactions.

Limitation of liability:
Rey Finance takes no responsibility for any loss or injury coming from the use of this website's
content, including written content, links to third-party websites, data, quotes, charts, and
buy/sell signals. 

Investment risks:
Cryptocurrency trading has a high level of risk and is not appropriate for all investors. Before
trading cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other digital asset, you should carefully consider your
investment goals, degree of experience and appetite for risk.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER

No Liability Investment
     Risk

No Advice
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Rey Finance is a decentralized all-in-one ecosystem on the Binance blockchain
which will bridge with Ethereum. Both are the fastest-growing and safest
blockchain protocols. Our team developed the community-driven project. We
aim to take cryptocurrency to new heights and to provide all facilities under a
single platform. Rey Finance will be a whole ecosystem that will provide
features such as Staking, an NFT Marketplace, Rewards, Multiple Blockchains in
the future, Lending/Borrowing and NFT staking under such a single platform.
Rey Finance will develop its own unique NFT marketplace and its own wallet
that will financially connect the decentralized community.

The main value proposition for investors in Rey Finance is exposure to a new
brand of the community-funded crypto movement. By becoming a part of the
Rey Finance community, investors are joining a revolution that is primarily
motivated by the spreading of goodwill and execution of common goals
between like-minded individuals.

Staking Rewards

Lending/Borrowing

NFT

Defi

WHITE PAPER

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Rey Financeis an all in one decentralized cryptocurrency platform for the
modern world. It is based on the Binanceblockchain and will bridge with
Ethereum. Ultimately, we will launch our own sovereign blockchain. Rey
Finance has been designed as a high-performance multi-service platform. Rey
Finance will be powered by community governance, which authorises the
community to delivertrustworthy projects.

Rey Finance will be a whole ecosystem that will launch its apps for Staking, an
NFT Marketplace and farming along with their own wallet. Rey Finance will
develop its own unique NFT marketplace that will connect to Decentraland,
where NFT holders may buy and sell their NFTs. The NFT marketplace will be
linked to our NFT staking app, allowing holders to stake NFTs as they are shown
on the Decentraland marketplace. There will be a charge for displaying NFTs as
well as a fee for each sale. People will now be able to own exclusive rights on
unique themes, characters, videos, music and much more.

Staking will allow users to earn yield in the form of a REY Token. We are
revolutionizing the market with a more open, accessible and fair global financial
system with decentralized Binance-powered crypto swapping. Unlike other
conventional platforms, our wallet allows investors to generate more value for
users' crypto-assets.

Rey Finance will launch a lending platform that accepts REY tokens as
collateral and provides 50% worth of BUSD/USDT as a loan.

Rey Financewill also launch its coin, REY, which will be our nativetoken. We
intend to build on top of Decentraland and launch our own virtual real estate.
You can complete all your dreams in real and become financially strong.

WHITE PAPER

INTRODUCTION
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We aspire to put “cryptocurrency in every portfolio”. We envision a
world where wealth-building strategies that were once only
accessible to affluent individuals become available to everyone,
transferring power over our financial systems back to the people.
Rey Finance will create a revolutionary ecosystem  to bring more
people into digital assets and helping them earn a passive income
through redistribution/reflection.   We will achieve this by holding
the token long-term, along with maintaining their privacy, security,
and autonomy alongside digital and social issues. We strive to
create an ecosystem based on sound monetary policies, with a
sound and solid decentralized foundation that should be expected
with the Rey Finance digital asset.

 
VISI      N  

VISION

WHITE PAPER
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Provide easy and effective solutions for
all holders to obtain exposure to digital
assets.
Reduce the entrance barrier into a
more complex financial environment.
Operate as a truly decentralized,
community-focused, and community-
driven digital asset.
Reduce volatility and promote positive
price pressure in digital asset while
staking.
Our goal is to help people gain
confidence in exploring the blockchain
world, which will lead to more crypto
acceptance.

Rey Finance is a blockchain-based
decentralized finance platform with the
goal of creating a community-driven
ecosystem that empowers holders to
improve their financial situation.

Our objective is to:

OUR MISSION

WHITE PAPER
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Metaverse

NFT

 

 

 

Staking

Binance
Smart Chain

Wallet

BUSINESS MODEL

WHITE PAPER
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The Rey Finance ecosystem's most valuable asset is its community. We
wondered at first if a project could flourish based on a decentralized,
community effort. Due to the power of its community members and
investors, Rey Finance was able to become a cornerstone in market.

Community 

In the crypto realm, we believe that utility is the cornerstone of value. The
Rey Finance platform was established with the belief that the crypto sector
is severely underutilized. We believe that utility will drive crypto adoption
and growth and that Rey Finance will be the crypto ecosystem that people
adopt due to its utility-focused nature.

Utility

 

At Rey Finance, we put inclusivity at the center of our purpose. We think that
wealth creation should be accessible to everyone, regardless of color,
gender, or religion. Unfortunately, not everyone has money to invest.

Inclusivity

Interconnectivity
Simply said, every component of a system interacts with and is reliant on the
others. Rey Finance believes in building a linked system of mutual trust and
trustworthiness.

OUR CORE VALUES

WHITE PAPER
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Lock coin in the
network (Stake)

Lock coin are used for
validation of blockchain

Rewards will be distributed
based on various factors

Rewards

 

Rey Finance works on the Binance Blockchain, which is eco-friendly and works on
a proof of stake. In addition to being the one of the largest crypto exchanges by
trading volume, it offers exemplary staking services. By utilizing comprehensive
security methods and offering a secure asset fund for users, Rey Finance assures
that a user’s money is protected (SAFU). At the time of writing, our staking
technique is undoubtedly one of the safest and most environmentally friendly
ways to make passive income. The platform uses a secure wallet and a double-
checking method to hold all staked tokens.

The staking contract is written in a way that prevents inflation. When more and
more people stake REY, the contract will automatically reduce the coins it gives.

As more people, especially institutional investors, recognize the crypto market's
profitability and efficiency, staking gradually becomes a method of obtaining
passive income by simply staking  or locking funds in a wallet.

Since holding cryptocurrencies necessitates certain technological crypto know-
how and compliance criteria, Rey Finance staking platforms are useful for allowing
investors, including those lacking technical knowledge of cryptocurrencies, to
hold proof of stake (PoS) tokens and receive rewards. In response to the
tremendous increase in crypto staking, staking platforms that allow investors to
receive staking incentives have sprung up. If you are interested in earning a
passive income by staking, this is the place to be.

REY FINANCE
STAKING 

WHITE PAPER
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Unlike proof of work, there is no need for specific
equipment or hardware for cryptoholding.  This is proof
that staking works without the need for any special
equipment. The only requirement is to stake the TOKENS
for an interval of time by the holders on any exchange or
dapp.

NO HARDWARE IS REQUIRED
Stakeholders earn incentives by Staking and controlling
their digital wealth. The incentive for keeping is passive
income for the recipient.

PASSIVE INCOME

Scalability is a term that is frequently used in the
Blockchain ecosystem. It refers to a computational
process's potential that is used to generate in a variety of
ways. Proof of stake protocols, as shown by Rey Finance
in higher transaction outputs and lower fees, makes for
greater scalability.

SCALABILITY
One of the major benefits of the staking token is that it
does not need a continuous supply of energy to validate
the transaction. As a result, it is environmentally friendly.

ECO-FRIENDLIER

Proof of stake blockchains are usually low-cost and low-
energy systems that don't require any special or
expensive hardware. PoS is less expensive and less
harmful to the environment than proof-of-work chains.
Stackers can earn more passive income by using the Rey
Finance platform.

MORE COST-EFFECTIVE

The biggest issue in the modern world is security and
privacy and Rey Finance provides a swift and stable
portal that is backed by the Rey Finance ecosystem,
making it superiorto others. Rey Finance is offering a
highly secure and fast platform to users for holding
crypto.

SECURED BY SMART
CONTRACT

PASSIVE INCOME

SCALABILITY

NO HARDWARE IS 
REQUIRED

SCALABILITY ECO-FRIENDLIER

HIGHLY SECURED 
WITH THE HELP 

OF SMART 
CONTRACT

BENEFITS OF
STAKING

MORE COST- 
EFFECTIVE

WHITE PAPER



Rey FinanceNFT is a vital part of our ecosystem that deals with NFTs. Rey Finance
is a company that specializes in providing financial non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
that are one-of-a-kind, non-transferable assets created on the blockchain. These
will be linked to anything from digital Rey Finance. The key characteristics of Rey
Finance NFTs distinguishes them from otherforms of assetsand gives them a
distinct value. These characteristics include verifiable uniqueness and
authenticity. The scarcity and ownership of any particular token may be
ascertained without the requirement of a trustedmiddleman since theunderlying
code is visible.

We will launch our NFT marketplace and it will be connected with Decentraland.
The advent of NFTs, in our opinion,is part of a largerparadigm shift away from
centralized to decentralized systems. This platform is now allowing developers of
digital items to experimentwith new revenue strategies. Rey Finance is a widely
known NFT project. Each Rey Finance underlying token encodes a unique
genome that defines its appearance, traits and hereditary lineage. Rey Finance
cannot be replicated and cannot be transferred without the user's permission.

REY FINANCE NFT

WHITE PAPER
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Rey Finance is a company that
specialisesspecializes in providing financial
NFTs that are one-of-a-kind, transferable
assets based on the blockchain. By distributing
the NFTs. NFTs are they become part of a
bigger paradigm shift away from centralized to
decentralized systems, infrom our perspective.
The first collection will consist of a series of
cards with different heroes with varying levels
of difficulty (1 to 5). Stakers will receive a
higher APY from both the staking and lending
dappsapps. Stakers who have five, level one
cards will receive the same benefits after
combining them as those who have only one,
level two card.

NFT holders will need level 2 or level 3 or
above if they want a higher percent APY.
Stakeholders will require 5 cards of the same
level to upgrade from one level to the next,
which they will combine through a contract.
The contract will automatically erase the 5
cards and replace them with a card of a higher
level. As a result, a smaller supply means a
higher card price. So, for a level 5 card, you'll
need 5 level 1 + 5 level 2 + 5 level 3 + 5 level 4,
burning 20 cards in the process.

 

Non-fungible tokens have a major benefit in that they may be used to verify
ownership.. Because they operate on a blockchain network, NFTs can help to
bind ownership to a single account.

Ownership Rights

Authenticity

Fraud proof

Non-fungible tokens' benefits are mostly defined by their scarcity. The
blockchain is used to construct NFTs, which implies they are linked to one-of-
a-kind data. NFTs' unique characteristics demonstrate their capacity to add
value. Simultaneously, NFT makers can release a limited quantity of NFTs in
order to generate supply scarcity.

They're simple to transmit and aren't harmed by fraud.

REY FINANCE NFT

WHITE PAPER

Stakers will be able to stake the second NFT series, allowing them to earn an income from their NFT.
The second series will be based on rarity. As a result, a common NFT has a lower stakable value than
a rare NFT. Rey Finance will offer a decentralized marketplace where NFT holders may buy and sell
their NFTs. The NFT marketplace will be linked to our NFT staking app, allowing holders to stake
NFTs as they are shown on the Decentraland marketplace. There will be a charge for displaying NFTs
in Decentraland as well as a fee for each sale.

Our NFT holders will get the following rewards Some of the
advantages of Rey Finance NFT include:
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According to a recent estimate from blockchain analytics firm Chainalysis Inc., about $41 billion
worth of crypto was connected with smart contracts related with NFT markets and collections
from the beginning of 2021 until mid-December.

Last year, the popularity of non-fungible tokens (NFTs) skyrocketed, with multimillion-dollar
sales and celebrities like musician Shawn Mendes, socialite Paris Hilton and former first lady
Melania Trump getting on board.

The NFT market is predicted to expand at least 33% annually, reaching $80 billion in net sales
volume by 2025 and almost $350 billion by 2030. Though this may appear to be a large amount,
we are convinced that the market's real growth will much exceed the investment Jefferies'
forecasts. 
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GLOBAL NFT
MARKETPLACE

WHITE PAPER
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The Rey Finance wallet places a high premium on enabling users to manage their
tokens and, more specifically, to integrate subtly with the ecosystem. They can
check their balance and send and receive tokens.

The wallet provides users with access to decentralized exchanges, allowing them 
 to swiftly and effectively convert their tokens. The Rey Finance Wallet is
instantaneous, secure, and will typically have a cheaper transaction fee than
others. Users can primarily use their wallet to give and secretly vote for the
organization. A user can stake, hold, and trade using the Rey Finance Wallet, which
demonstrates that the Rey Finance Wallet is, for the most part, a wallet that
supports a large number of chains.

Extremely secure, it's simply a matter of keeping your key secret and
demonstrating how the balance can be checked and tokens can be subtly given
and received. It allows for quick cross-border transactions, demonstrating how the
wallet's private keys are kept on the user's device and are protected invisibly by
secure enclave and biometric authentication technologies. These are barrier-
free,as there are no middlemen involved, showcasing how the wallet connects
users to decentralized exchanges, allowing them to quickly convert their tokens in
a meaningful way.

 

Dashboard with deposit/withdrawl charts
Fully responsive and dynamic design
Dashboard history chart
Real time charts
Deposit
Withdrawals
Wallet activity transaction
Generate wallet address
User profile
Secured withdrawal using queue
All files are well commented
Good documentation
Free updates
Customer support

Key Features

WHITE PAPER

REY FINANCE
WALLET 
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Our Metaverse ecosystem is built around the concept of an apartment, which allows anybody of legal
age to buy, sell, or rent out their apartment. Anyone who wants to come to your residence must pay a
price.

Our ecosystem is being built in a virtual environment where everyone will be a part of it and everyone
will be able to participate in their own way. All transactions will be done in REY and if someone doesn't
have enough money to buy an apartment, they can buy a room and then trade it for an apartment when
they have enough rooms.

Our ecosystem is a community built on the buy/hold and gain ideas, allowing users to grow and earn
incentives while earning passive income. Each user will have the opportunity to build and earn while
managing his or her own digital assets.

There will be a virtual item buying and selling sector, as well as an advertisement sector where
investors may invest and holders can sell their NFT assets to others through the linked exchange. There
will also be land purchasing and selling. In addition to this, there are activities such as farming and
lending your land to produce passive income.

WHITE PAPER

VIRTUAL APARTMENTS &
REY FINANCE
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In 2021, the worldwide augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR), and mixed reality
(MR) industry was worth 30.7 billion dollars. By 2024, it is expected to be worth close
to 300 billion dollars.

Over the projection period of 2021 to 2024, the virtual reality (VR) market is expected
to increase at a CAGR of over 48.7%. Because of the COVID-19 epidemic, many people
are forced to work remotely, and the way businesses collaborate is rapidly changing.
This is expected to boost the virtual reality business.

VR applications are extensively used by consumers for a variety of reasons, including
the automotive, gaming, media and entertainment sectors. Virtual reality's rise is being
aided by the newest consumer electronics technology, which is being used in a variety
of applications. For example, virtual reality gaming with high quality, amazing visuals,
and motion with high-end audiois gaining in popularity.

WHITE PAPER

GLOBAL VIRTUAL
INDUSTRY
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Rey Finance is a lending platform that accepts REY tokens as collateral and
provides 50% worth of BUSD/USDT as a loan. The goal of Rey Finance Loan
Technology is to create isolated lending markets that enable customers to alter
their risk tolerance based on the collateral that they choose.

Rey Finance lends money to borrowers and a specific amount of interest is charged.
The lender will receive this as an incentive. To be more specific, lenders profit from
interest, while borrowers may obtain loans fast and discreetly without the need for
personal contact.

Rey Finance Lending is more suitable for users who prefer low-risk investments and
pursue stable returns. It means that lending is a perfect match for holders who can
keep tokens and earn extra profit.

It is also straight forward to use for new crypto investors, who may lend crypto
assets to generate passive income with only a few clicks. We all know that all types
pf investment come with risks, but relatively speaking, Rey Finance Crypto Lending
is a low-risk product. You might be concerned: what if the person who borrowed my
cryptocurrency refuses to repay it? Borrowing on the platform requires collateral,
which ensures that the lenders can get the principal and the interest in full. When
the borrower pays back his loan with interest, he will get his collateral token.

Users of decentralized lending services can apply for a loan of any amount without
having to verify theiridentity with a third party. To acquire a loan, all you need is the
REY token in your wallet as collateral.

WHITE PAPER

LENDING/ BORROWING
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WHITE PAPER

LENDING/ BORROWING

Deposit Rey Token Deposit BUSD/ USDT

Get BUSD/ USDT

Rey Finance
Lending Platform

Repay the loan
with interest

Receive collateral
back after repayment

Receive funds
back with interest
 (Passive Money)

Borrower Lender



“Yield farming” is a reward scheme that hastaken hold in the crypto world. If you want

to compare it to traditional investing, it’s like the yield on a bond or a dividend. Like a

traditional dividend-paying stock or bond, the yield on DeFi tokens fluctuates

depending on how these projects and exchanges roll them out. Anyone who is a part of

a Rey token account can easily do it. Yield Farms allow users to earn REY while

supporting Rey Finance by staking LP Tokens.

Yield farming credit markets are offering new strategies for crypto owners to earn

incredibly attractive returns on their cryptocurrency, at least a hundred times higher

than a traditional bank would offer. Yield farming also offers higher profits than almost

any other traditional investment channel, from real estate to stocks and bonds. They

receive tokens from the company borrowing their funds, in addition to   the high interest

on their loan.

WHITE PAPER

FARMING
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Holders of Rey Finance ecosystem governance tokens
now have the ability to submit "proposals." The proposals
are then voted on by the community.

It guides the decision-making process among ecosystem
stakeholders. Our goal at Rey Finance is to disrupt traditional
governance frameworks of all kinds in order to question how
we think about governance.

The status of a proposal will change to "executed"
once it has been voted on and passed by the
community. If a plan fails to pass, its status will be
changed to "defeated."

The ultimate goal of Rey Finance is to become a Rey Finance Community, with platform
users having total decision-making authority.

Rey Finance, which will be distributed to the network's active users, will function as a
governance tool, letting collectors and producers vote on various upgrades and choose
how the platform should progress. As a result, the platform's governance is directly
responsive to our most active users, pushing Rey Finance closer to becoming a public
good controlled by those who value it most.

We plan to establish a Rey Finance Community to decentralize power and distribute
it to the community. Contributors, administrators, moderators, volunteers, and
developers will all be working toward the same objective as a result of this.

The Rey Finance Community framework will feature the following:

WHITE PAPER

REY FINANCE
COMMUNITY
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At Rey Finance Community, our objective is to create a financial infrastructure
that is constructed by as well as for the people. To get there, we intend to
decentralize the smart contract base protocol completely, removing the single
point of failure (our team) and creating an unbreakable, open protocol that can
evolve in new directions.

Today, we're announcing a governance structure that will replace administrator
protocols with community governance, allowing you to propose, discuss and
implement changes to the Rey Finance ecosystem without depending on, or
needing our team.

Anyone with a Rey Finance address can propose a governance action. This can
be simple or complex, such as adding support for a new asset, changing the
collateral factor for an asset, changing the interest rate model for a market, or
changing any other protocol parameter or variable that the current
administrator can change.

Proposals are an executable code, not suggestions for a team or foundation to
implement. All proposals are subject to a voting period, during which any
address having voting power can vote for or against the plan.

We hope that Rey Finance can set the benchmark for how governance tokens
should function, empower community governance and set the bar for how
governance tokens should work. Until the decentralization process is finished,
Rey Finance will be unavailable to the general public.

WHITE PAPER

HOW OUR COMMUNITY 
WORKS?
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Rey Finance is less risky than tokens like Bitcoin, and dollar-pegged stable currencies have
become a popular cryptocurrency option. Consumers may transact with confidence knowing
that their purchasing power will be the same today as it will be tomorrow if they use stable
coinage. The dollar is managed by the US government. If the dollar declines in value, stable coins
will lose value.

Rey Finance is a company that specializes in providing financial community. It intends to address
this problem by releasing Rey Finance, which is a free-floating reserve currency backed by a
portfolio of assets. The Rey Finance currency is backed by a token treasury managed by the
community. The community buys assets from investors and substitutes them with Rey Finance
(which is subsequently placed in the treasury).

Here, we'll go through how this community works in further depth.

Rey Finance allows the owner to delegate voting rights to whatever address they choose,
including their wallet, another user, an application, or a DeFi expert, in addition to being backed
by commodities, gold, or cryptocurrencies. By becoming a member, anybody may participate in
the governance of Rey Finance.

In addition to being a treasury-backed reserve currency, Rey Finance is used to govern the
decentralized community system. Nobody owns, controls, or decides what happens in the Rey
Finance Ecosystem.

Although we've gone over the mechanics of Rey Finance and the cycle that has driven its early
success, there are a few scenarios and metrics to keep an eye on.

Rate of return of staking Rey Finance:
The community may consider altering its investment strategy in the future to ensure that its
treasury assets generate a certain rate of return. Rey Finance has proposed new yield-earning
tactics in order to maintain the rate of return.

Types of Treasury Assets:
There are practical issues when it comes to determining the types of assets to be included in the
Rey Finance treasury. NFT, Lending/Borrowing, and other virtual real estate-backed tokens are
the foundation of the system.

WHITE PAPER

HOW REY FINANCE
CREATES VALUE?
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Burns can be critical at times, but they aren't always. A continuous burn on a

single protocol may be practical in the early days, but it means that the burn

cannot be controlled or limited in any way. Burns that are controlled by the team

and elevated depending on achievements help to keep the community updated

and rewarded.

The buy-back and burn's circumstances and proportions will be monitored. Rey

Finance seeks to carry out a long-term burn plan that is both beneficial and

enjoyable for those who take part. Additionally, manual burns help to reward and

enlighten the community. The circumstances and volumes of the manual burn

are made public and monitored. Our website readout now displays burns,

allowing for greater transparency in assessing the current circulating supply at

any given time.

WHITE PAPER

BURNING
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Staking Rewards: Receive REY token as a reward for users based upon the
value of the token staked.

Lend your token: You can lend your token to earn passive income.

Borrow BUSD/ USDT: You can borrow BUSD/ USDT by providing your REY
token as collateral.

Exchange: REY token is a multi-blockchain token so our token will be
converted into desired crypto as well as it will be used in all throughout
the Rey Finance supporting ecosystem.

Unlike conventional for-profit companies, where owners reap more of the monetary
gain and frequently aim to maximize income to the detriment of their users, the Rey
Finance ecosystem is built by and for the community. Each community member is
actually charged in the form of Rey tokens for the value that they bring to the
network inside the Rey Finance ecosystem.

The following explains the usefulness of Rey Finance for members of the network.

Token Utility USERS:
 

         

 

 

WHITE PAPER

TOKEN UTILITY
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WHITE PAPER

HOW TO BUY?

Rey Finance will conduct presales through our Presale dapp, but the public listing will be
on PancakeSwap. Our goal is to further expand and quickly achieve the milestones
highlighted in the roadmap as our team seeks to eventually have Rey Finance be tradable
on an ever-growing list of various exchange platforms. We will continuously update the
Rey Finance community on our marketing platforms every time we are added to a new
exchange, so keep a keen eye out for future expansion.

1. Create MetaMask Wallet
Create a MetaMask Wallet, TrustWallet, or use an existing wallet. You can create a MetaMask
Wallet using either a desktop computer or an iOS/Android mobile device. This will allow you
to buy, sell, send, and receive Rey Finance.

2. Send BNB to your Wallet
You can directly buy BNB on Binance.com and transfer it over to your MetaMask Wallet by
adding the Smart Chain network to your existing wallet. You can also purchase Ethereum
(ETH) or a multitude of other tokens and swap them for BNB. Reminder to make sure to use
the BEP-20 network when transferring over BNB.

3. Connect Wallet to Presale dapp
Connect your wallet to PinkSales by clicking “Connect Wallet”. After connection, locate the
Trade tab and change the receiving tokens to Rey Finance by pressing “Select a Token” and
entering our token contract address.

4. Swap BNB for Rey Finance
You can start swapping for as many tokens you wish as soon as you have BNB available in
your Wallet. Reminder to adjust slippage tolerance to 10-12% before swapping.

24



 

Ease of use 
Rey Finance is more valuable due to its ease of usage. All you need is a
smartphone and access to the internet. By becoming a part of Rey Finance,
investors may quickly receive rewards.

Each time a token trade is recorded on the blockchain using Rey Finance, an
audit trail is provided to track where the token originated. This can assist not
only with security and fraud prevention in exchange-related firms but also with
verifying the legitimacy of the exchanged assets.

Transparency & Immutability

Fees linked with Rey Finance transactions are significantly lower than those
related with debit, credit, wire transfers, and BACS payments.

Lower Fees and Security

Because each new transaction is encrypted and connected to the prior
transaction, Rey Finance is significantly more secure than conventional
record-keeping systems. Rey Finance is made up of a complex string of
mathematical numbers that cannot be changed.

Transaction Traceability 

WHITE PAPER

WHY CHOOSE REY
FINANCE?
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WHY CHOOSE REY
FINANCE?

 

Because there are no intermediary institutions or government participation in
Rey Finance transactions, transaction costs are kept to a minimum.
Furthermore, any transfer takes place extremely rapidly, removing the
inconvenient needs for authorization and waiting periods.

Free from corporate and government interference

Because Rey Finance is a Binance-compliant token, it can perform a few
operations that all tokens can. In the future, we hope to connect our own
blockchain.

Blockchain compliant

Anyone may make use of Rey Finance. Rey Finance has the extra virtue of
being entirely safe and transparent, allowing it to be utilized freely across
borders. Technology will enable a financial revolution in the food business,
making everyone more financially connected, empowered and enabled.

Open for global participants

Safe & Secure
Rey Finance is a safe and secure platform that has been audited by CertiK
and our technical staff is always working to improve the system's security to
assure the platform's safety.

26



 

 
 

Security

Our key goals are safety, security,
and trustworthiness. The multiple
benefits provided by blockchain
and smart contracts make it
increasingly difficult to revert to
failed methods.We survive by
staying on the cutting edge of
technical security.

Redefining
Investment Culture

Detailed analytics, pattern detection, and a
consistent risk tolerance are all part of the
classic investment process. Rey Finance
eliminates the need for critical thinking and
complex decision-making. Instead, we use a
hybrid approach to Innovation to develop
our ideas.

Expect opportunity

Our basic beliefs place a premium
on long-term thinking. Our primary
emphasis is on expanding and
creating options for our
investment community. Our
dedication to excellence is better
highlighted by thinking along the
lines of consistency and
developing superior investment
products.

Less Risk, More Reward

Rey Finance is a Token with the
Highest Reflection. Earn Rewards
by staking. It is not necessary to
claim REY because it is instantly
supplied to your wallet.

Wealth Reimagined 

We believe in bridging the gap
between what investors require and
the distance they must travel to get
it. So, starting with Rey Finance,
we've entered the blockchain
network to provide improved
options.

Imagine Possibilities

We broaden perceptions and
question the established quo.
Tokens that pay dividends while
also giving you additional power
and control. Please cast your vote
on what should happen next.

WHITE PAPER

FEATURES OF  REY
FINANCE
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SYMBOL

NAME

$REY

Rey Finance

Blockchain

Binance Smart Chain

90 Million

Total Supply

Staking
0.1%

Charity
0.1%

Giveaway
0.1%

Tax Distribution

TOKENOMICS

Pre Sale

Private Sale

5M

2.7M

Token Details

Staking

Charity

Giveaway

0.1% Reflection to Holders

0.1% of each transaction added to Charity Wallet

0.1% of each transaction added towards Giveway

Staking
39%

Open sale
28%

Creators
9%

Network costs
6%

Marketing
6%

Presale
5%

Advisors
4%

Private sale
3%

Creators 

Advisors 

Staking

9% is reserved for Creators

4% is reserved for Advisors

39% is reserved for Staking

Presale

6% is reserved for Network costs

Token Distribution

WHITE PAPER
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Open sale 28% is reserved for Open sale

Network costs

Marketing

Private sale

6% is reserved for Marketing

3% is reserved for Private sale

5% is reserved for Presale

https://www.imperialcoin.io/


Q1
Token creation
Staking dapp 
Whitepaper

DEX listing
Audit by CertiK
NFT collection
NFT Staking
Presale
CEX listing

Q2

Q3
CEX listing
Lending dapp 
ERC-20 bridge
Farms

New partnerships
Buy back
Token burn

Q4

Q1
EVM bridge
Rey Finance Mainnet
Wallet creation

NFT new series
Rey Finance smartnodes

Q2

Q3
Apartment building and
nft exposition in
Decentraland integrated
with smart contracts

Buy back
Token burn

Q4

2022

2023

WHITE PAPER

ROAD MAP
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